When the HEAT'S on

Penncross Bentgrass green at a desert course in Southern California

PENNCROSS can take it
CREPPING BENTGRASS

THE PROOF IS IN THE PUTTING

- Today's most popular, widely adapted variety
- More genetically uniform and poa-free seed
- Germinates fast, establishes quicker, thicker
- Superbly consistent, less grain for true putts
- Greens up earlier, hold summer color better
- Stays alive longer in fall—year 'round in South
- Most winterhardy, disease-resistant bent available.

“Penncross Greens putt true & their even texture gives me confidence in putting.”

Pat Fitzsimons tied the world record score of 58 on a 6,000 yard course and is now a touring professional.

WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTOR
TEE-2-GREEN CORP.
1212 West Eighth Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64101
(816) 842-7825

For More Details Circle (119) on Reply Card
With 4 installations in '74, 
P.A.T. Takes to the Field

IN THE WORDS of Purdue lineman Ralph Perretta, "It's the best field I've ever played on." The field is in Purdue's Ross-Ade Stadium (this month's cover) and it now boasts a newly installed PAT system.

PAT stands for Prescription Athletic Turf, a system emphasizing a new concept in turf drainage, particularly for football and similar playing fields — suction. In just a few short years, this system has had the turfgrass industry buzzing. This season, several major athletic installations such as Purdue are putting PAT to the test.

"After 2½ inches of rain and with rain still falling, the field was still firm. It exceeded our expectations," said Alex Agase, head football coach at Purdue University, following a full scrimmage in August, 1974.

After a second scrimmage, a Lafayette Journal & Courier sportswriter summed up the field's performance in one line: "The PAT field was nearly perfect."

Just imagine a football game on normal soil with heavy rain falling as the team begins warmups. The coach loses his game plan as the players lose traction. Groundsmen stand by helplessly even though all possible pre-game work has been done. So a sloppy game results. But what a difference PAT makes!

What is PAT?

PAT is a system which permits man to manage the rootzone in turf. Even under the most adverse weather conditions, the system permits maximum field usage. If it rains, suction pumps tied to collector pipes and slitted drains draw the water through a sandy subsurface leaving the playing field firm. As the raindrops fall, both water and air are pulled downward away from cleats, clothes and players.

Besides the drainage feature, PAT offers several other advantages. A plastic sheet between subsoil and sand helps conserve rainwater, and an automatic subsurface irrigation system triggered by moisture sensors aids turf management and maintenance. Rootzone warming by heat cables or a vented field cover on power rollers helps counteract cold weather extremes. So the players have traction, safety and freedom from mud.

Features Aid Water Control

Suction, the heart of the PAT system, is the key to success — positive, downward, instant, rapid, uniform and efficient suction.

A sprinkle, a rain, any excess moisture at the surface causes a slippery sliding interface between soil particles and thus poor traction. If it sounds "squishy" underfoot, it's obviously too wet to play.

The uniqueness of the suction principle and its effective uniformity is accomplished by diffusion through a washed sand profile. Pulling the water and air from the surface means constantly releasing water downward into sand and drains and pumps. In every test and on every field it has worked well.

In comparison, many prior improvements in turf, such as sandy profiles and vertical trenching, have been inadequate because they still become slippery at the surface when wet. In contrast, stripping rain down by suction has proved adequate. In fact, tests at one installation site showed 24 inches infiltration per hour after one season of use.

But since sand tends to be drouthy, water conservation becomes critical. A barrier of tough plastic sheeting is installed to isolate the subsoil from the compacted sand above. Moisture is held at low tension in the sand and is readily available to the roots. Now the player gets uniformity in playing conditions day after day because the conservation of rainfall or irrigation is maximized.

During the summer, an open outflow — say four to six inches above the level of the barrier — serves to hold added water to the maximum. The system conserves nutrients in dilute solution and minimizes the need for irrigation. Fortunately, above the level barrier at low moisture tension, water constantly redistributes and adjusts toward uniformity, so roots have maximum soil water supply.

An automatic subirrigation system completes the task of water control. Throughout the growing season, whenever moisture is reduced to a preset availability, a valve is opened and water recharges through the collectors and the slitted drains. When the moisture sensor becomes wet again, it automatically shuts off the irrigation. The moisture recharge is adjustable in four different ways: 1) depth of sensors, 2) spacing of sensors, 3) signal point selected on the adjustable dial and 4) recharge rate. This phase is currently being developed and standardized.

In the early days of PAT, each field tended to be overwatered by manual watering procedures, so the installation of moisture sensing completes the best of management.

PAT, Inc.

The first operating PAT model was just 10 square feet in a greenhouse in January, 1971. The initial descriptive write-up was shared with 10 turf people. Then 100 turf people were contacted during the Golf
This profile model of a PAT system shows the plastic barrier, collector pipes and slitted drains.

Course Superintendents Association meeting in February, 1971.

The patent application, filed through Purdue Research Foundation in June, 1972, lists Dr. W. H. Daniel, turf specialist in agronomy at Purdue, and Melvin J. Robey, now superintendent of Purdue's athletic facilities, as co-inventors.

Daniel has been at Purdue since 1950 and has been involved in three rebuildings of the turf in Purdue's stadium and in the development of the slitted pipe by Hancor, Inc. Robey was involved in the last rebuilding of the stadium and in modifying the practice fields.

The exact specifications for each field are the responsibility of Prescription Athletic Turf, Inc., of Lansing, Michigan, with Robert Linton as general manager. This company has a national license with Purdue Research Foundation to market the system. Further, by that agreement, their claim for the system must include all features as specified. Owners can therefore be assured of installation standards and performance as specified.

The First Fields

Goshen High School, Goshen, Ind., was the first. In this economy model, only one pump is used for a 110-foot by 310-foot area in the center of the field. It took two months to install and sod, then play began two months later. At the end of the second season at Goshen, a one-inch hose was run at full stream for 30 minutes (for test purposes) in the worst low-spot and most compacted area where the band and team concentrate. With pumping all signs of added wetness disappeared in 15 minutes.

That field was used 27 times in 1972 and the turf stayed in place. In 1973, usage was expanded to 47 activities, and in 1974, the field is again seeing lots of action. Suction pumping has been used about three times a year during the playing season.

The Grand Valley State College, a new college near Grand Rapids, Mich., had extremely hard practice fields, so chose a PAT system for their playing field. The sand used was a pit run as available locally, and the field was sodded with a blend of bluegrasses. With over one inch of rain falling during a game, the field was firm and free of ponded water.

The 1974 Fields

Melvin Robey directed the building of the 63,000 square-foot PAT field in the Ross-Ade Stadium at Purdue. Excavation was 16 inches below the prior sideline grade, thus 26 inches in the center of the field. Finished grade was the same as the old sideline with only about two inches of rise in the center. The sand used was a local washed pit sand, very diverse in size, with only 26 percent pore space when compacted. The pH was above 7.7 so extra phosphorus was incorporated to allow for expected fixation.

Excavation began late March, 1974, and sodding with Warren's A-20 cultivar of Kentucky bluegrass was completed in early June. By early September, the roots were nine inches deep.
You're invited for (1) a major exhibit by manufacturers and suppliers, (2) crisp, up-to-date educational sessions, and (3) fellowship by the

OHIO TURFGRASS FOUNDATION

December 3-5, 1974
Franklin County Veterans Memorial Building, Columbus, Ohio
Headquarters Hotel: Columbus Sheraton

"a major commercial turfgrass conference and show serving the midwest"

The Ohio Turfgrass Foundation has become a regional conference and show for mid-America. Educational segments and exhibits are planned specifically for the commercial turfgrass industry — parks, municipalities, utilities, highway rights-of-way, cultivated sod operations, golf courses, athletic fields, mall areas and others.

If you are concerned with commercial turfgrass care in any way, you are welcome. Your early registration will aid planning for this major event.

Registration:
Members — $10
Non-Members — $20

Write or call:
Dave Martin, Exec. Sec.
1827 Neil Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Tel. (614) 422-2591
Purdue Installs P.A.T.

Purdue University's Ross-Ade Stadium now sports a P.A.T. field installed in late March. Workers install heating cables 6 inches below surface, fight spring winds to spread last plastic barrier, cover barrier and drains with sand and finally Purdue's first home game of 1974 season.

Steco, manufacturers and distributors of tree trimming and lineman's equipment, serves your multi-purpose needs. Tough . . . rugged . . . tools that cut fast, and reduce worker fatigue. Equipment to get you in the tree, get the job done in minimum time, then safely on the ground. Steco products are proven under real working conditions.

Increase your profit by minimizing work time. Put Steco equipment on your men . . . then clear the way. Write or call for your free catalog.

Manufacturers of the WOOD/CHUCK Chipper
Drawer 400-A, Shelby, NC 28150
Tel: 704/482-7346
Since a three-row sprinkler system was already in the old field, it was reinstalled and has proved very useful in sod establishment and maintenance.

Bob Linton, general manager of Prescription Athletic Turf, Inc., working with Dr. Coleman Ward, turf specialist, and Al Scoggins, facilities supervisor for Mississippi State University, developed a PAT field in Scott Stadium at Starkville, Miss.

The field was excavated to leave the final grade level with the adjacent track. The sand, dredged from the Tombigbee River, was uniform and fine, so finished depth was 18 to 20 inches. Tiftway bermuda was sprigged in with special equipment by Mississippi Turf Nurseries. A portable irrigation system helped get the bermuda started. Torrential rains, a soft subgrade and saturated sand caused construction delays and later drain tube replacement problems, but proper standards were met before the field was approved.

The Evansville, Ind., school system now has the second completed high school PAT field.

The 53,000 square-foot field includes six feet outside sidelines and four feet beyond the goal lines. Washed fine mason sand was dredged from the Ohio River for construction, and peat was mixed in by a motorized sand trap rake. The cultivar ‘Westwood’ bermuda was shredded, then inserted with the same equipment used at Mississippi State. A vented field cover was constructed to counteract cold and frost in autumn and spring. One-half inch holes were punched every four inches to allow air and water exchange and to make a “sweater” effect.

The fourth PAT field of 1974 construction was a heavily-used intramural field on the Milwaukee campus of the University of Wisconsin. The prospects of keeping the soil thawed, with more use during open winter days and early spring, and less mud made the PAT system the preference of those at Milwaukee for the 72,-

Performance

Purdue’s first squad scrimmage of 150 plays was on Sept. 4, 1974. Actually, the nearby “well-drained” practice field was too muddy for use because over two inches of rain had fallen. So with the rain continuing, the pumps were started and the full scrimmage was held on the new PAT field.

(continued on page 46)
You're looking at a team of Toro greens maintenance machines. It's called Greensmaster 3, and it's a triplex greensmower that also spikes and thatches greens. As a greensmower, the cutting heads float free of the traction unit and grass baskets for uniform cutting height – it still has no equal. And now, with Toro-engineered implements, it's equally effective as a spiker or thatcher. Your Toro distributor offers our new one-year warranty – and a free trial on your own greens. Call him. Soon.
IBDU works ’til

Most slow release fertilizers depend on temperature. The hotter it gets, the faster they release. And when it gets cold, they stop.

In fact they start slowing down as bacterial activity slackens — when the temperature falls below 80°F. Winter starts for them long before the leaves fall.

IBDU is activated by water. As long as there is unfrozen moisture in the soil, IBDU is releasing nitrogen. At 40°F, the

LOCAL PAR EX DISTRIBUTORS

Foster-Gardner Inc. Coacchella, Cal. (714/388-4091)
Swift Chemical Co. Los Angeles, Cal. (213/264-5800)
Northern Cal. Fert. Co. San Jose, Cal. (408/299-7027)
Agri-Turf Supplies Santa Barbara, Cal. (805/963-3691)
Avon Cider Mill Avon, Conn. (203/677-0343)
McMullen Feed Store Clearwater, Fla. (813/446-5961)
Swift Chemical Co. Winter Haven, Fla. (813/293-3147)
Swift Chemical Co. Atlanta, Ga. (404/452-5582)
M. J. Meyers & Sons Aurora, Ill. (312/896-7700)
Leon Short & Sons East Peoria, Ill. (309/694-1493)
Swift Chemical Co. E. St. Louis, Ill. (618/271-5650)
Turf Mgmt. Supplies Rockton, Ill. (815/324-7578)
Clauss Bros., Inc. Roselle, Ill. (312/529-2502)
Paarlberg Chemical S. Holland, Ill. (312/474-3086)
Siemer Milling Co. Teutopolis, Ill. (217/837-3151)
Turf Products, Ltd. Wheaton, Ill. (312/668-5537)
Deisch-Benham, Inc. Nappanee, Ind. (219/773-7751)
Indiana Seed Co. Noblesville, Ind. (317/773-5813)
Tri-State Toro Co. Davenport, Ia. (319/326-4446)
Cornell Chemical & Equip. Baltimore, Md. (301/247-1525)
Swift Chemical Co. Glen Burnie, Md. (301/766-5927)
R. F. Morse & Son Wareham, Mass. (508/295-1553)
L. E. Chemical, Inc. Royal Oak, Mich. (313/398-3836)
Ferguson’s Lawn Equip. Traverse City, Mich. (616/946-2440)
Minnesota Turf Supply St. Paul, Minn. (612/454-3106)
Swift Chemical Co. Jackson, Miss. (601/736-7321)
Champion Turf. Equip. Kansas City, Mo. (816/333-8000)
earth freezes over.

release rate for IBDU is only 25% slower than at 80°F. So your turf gets a steady meal whether it’s hot or cold.

When the winter freeze sets in, your turf will still be thick and green. And the IBDU will be ready to start feeding at the first thaw of spring.

IBDU. It works longer to make your grass greener.
I.P.A.A. Meeting Report

Pesticides, Politics and Professionalism

PROFESSIONALS. A title applied to members of the traditional professions: medicine, law and the ministry. They are involved in a code of ethics, a way of life and a constant, positive input for their profession and its institutions. Literally, they qualify as professionals because they are members of a profession.

But what about the industries of the Green Industry? Do they qualify on the same level as the traditional professions?

The International Pesticide Applicators Association (IPAA) is one Green Industry organization trying to reach those lofty standards. At their annual meeting September 18-21, in Seattle, Washington, discussions centered on professionalism, political strength and educational improvement.

Host for this year’s program was the Washington Chapter of IPAA. Wednesday the host sponsored a tour of local businesses including Washington Spray Service, Eastside Spraying Service and a few local landmarks.

Persons attending the tour were treated to firsthand examinations of some custom equipment. Don Mock, past president of IPAA, demonstrated original design equipment at Washington’s main office. Mock described the workings of a manually-operated lawn pesticide applicator. It combined a speed-of-travel indicator, controlled tip spacing and size and a pressure gauge—all the components necessary for accurate chemical application. John Beheyet, owner of Eastside, also demonstrated his unique proportioning spray rig.

Keynote speaker for the meeting was Erret Deck, assistant director, Alaska Department of Agriculture. He discussed current label and product certification regulations and how they would affect the pesticide applicator. After a short history of government controls and legislation applying to pesticide application, Deck pointed out that uses inconsistent with the label would have to be more hazardous than those listed on the label or uses in or around the home as long as the rate and timing followed the label. Retention of state flexibility in certification programs was also a major point in his presentation. A total program for licensing dealers, applicators and consultants should be left in control of the states, he said. Deck’s presentation was followed by a lengthy question and answer period.

Dean Jamieson, vector control specialist, Santa Clara City Health Department, discussed pathogens, predators and parasites. Jamieson presented statistics on worldwide biological insect control. He said there have been 20 cases of complete or substantial control in the United States, with three of those resulting in complete control.

Improving and maintaining employee relations was the topic of after-lunch speaker, Lyman Gies. “Once you’ve defined the problem you have it half solved,” he said. And in order to solve most human relation problems, he suggested that you first identify the problem, analyze it, generalize and then take a projected course of action.

Insect life cycles was the topic of Lee Campbell’s talk on Thursday afternoon. “Know the life history of the insect you want to spray; the egg hatch, flight period and the larval stage,” he said. Campbell suggested that the time to spray is not exactly when the damage is being done. Determine when the most vulnerable period in the life cycle of the insect is and then spray accordingly, he said. He talked of selling spray schedules to customers and said don’t sell spray, sell service.

C. Howard Rice, Dean Witter Co., discussed investments and tax shelters. He reviewed the pros and cons of common stocks, preferred stocks and bonds. Rice emphasized municipal bonds, saying “there has never been a failure to pay a municipal bond in the state of Washington.”

Friday’s education program started with an interesting and entertaining in-basket exercise. Rod Fairbanks, Fairbanks Spray Service, distributed lists of typical complaints, problems and compliments possibly experienced by a business manager. Conference

(continued on page 31)